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An evening limited to 32 participants
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Five different genres of games for playing:
(See Over)
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As a gentle introduction, Players (foursomes) spend
maximum of 15’ on each of four game genres.
Players choose which game or games within the
genre they will play. Instructions for every game
are provided, and instructors will circulate around
the games. After a lovely dinner, and over coffee
and desserts, players have the opportunity to concentrate on more complicated games (eg Genre 5).
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7:00pm Reception: Drinks & Appetisers
7:30 Game Session I
7:45 Game Session II
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8:00 Main Course: Break for half hour
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Everyone has lots of fun playing games for a couple of
hours, learning new ones and renewing acquaintanceship with favourites, and enjoying a pleasant dinner .
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Food service is by buffet downstairs, with games stations both down and upstairs.
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Price Suggestion:
£20 for dinner, complimentaryreception drink and
the games programme, using games collected over
the past year by Allendale Bakery Café.
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?Interested in a Games Evening like this?
Leave your contact details with us, and we’ll set it
up and alert you in plenty of time to book .
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traditional values today’s tastes
Allen Mill, Allendale, Northumberland NE47 9EQ
01434 618879 Email: info@allendalebakery.com
www.AllendaleBakery.com
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